Improvement of Baldwin–Lomax turbulence model for supersonic complex flows
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Abstract Entropy represents the dissipation rate of energy. Through direct numerical simulation (DNS) of supersonic compression ramp flow, we find the value of entropy is monotonously decreasing along the wall-normal direction no matter in the attached or the separated region. Based on this feature, a new version of Baldwin–Lomax turbulence model (BL-entropy) is proposed in this paper. The supersonic compression ramp and cavity-ramp flows in which the original Baldwin–Lomax model fails to get convergent solutions are chosen to evaluate the performance of this model. Results from one-equation Spalart–Allmaras model (SA) and two-equation Wilcox k–c model are also included to compare with available experimental and DNS data. It is shown that BL-entropy could conquer the essential deficiency of the original version by providing a more physically meaningful length scale in the complex flows. Moreover, this method is simple, computationally efficient and general, making it applicable to other models related with the supersonic boundary layer.
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1. Introduction

Advances in computer power have given rise to utilize more accurate methods of simulating and modeling turbulent flows. However, grid resolution requirements and time cost typically restrict direct numerical simulation (DNS) and even large eddy simulations (LES) to only low Reynolds numbers. That is, Reynolds Average Navier–Stokes (RANS) equations along with a turbulence model seem to be still the most powerful tool for engineering aerodynamic analysis nowadays. Among the numerous RANS models, the Baldwin–Lomax (BL) model becomes a popular algebraic eddy viscosity model for its ease of implementation, robustness, and relative accuracy. Since it was proposed in 1978,1 BL model has been widely employed in the engineering area, whereas it fails in the following aspects2: (A) strong adverse pressure boundary layer flow; (B) viscous vortical flow; (C) flows in and above separated bubbles; (D) shock waves and shock waves/boundary layer interaction areas.

Many investigations have been conducted to improve the capability of the original BL model. Degani and Schiff3 proposed the Degani–Schiff correction for turbulent vortical flows; Panaras and Steger4 pointed out the physical deficiencies of the above correction, and proposed “Kcut correction”, but it is complicated to define the “Kcut point”; later on, Panaras5 derived a new correction for the simulation of swept shock
wave/turbulent boundary layer interactions by including a reference point in the upstream of the separation region. Similarly, Shang and Hanke\6 incorporated the relaxation technique in an attempt to account for upstream turbulence history effects. Recently, You and Liang\7 proposed the shape factor to detect the separation and reattachment point, with the purpose of improving the performance of BL model in separation regions. Wong et al.\8 made a curvature correction to BL model and employed it in simulating the three-dimensional shock control bumps with reasonable results. Camelli and L"ohner\9 introduced a BL–Smagorinsky model, which could be considered as a new version of RANS/LES hybrid method for unsteady flows. This idea was further developed by Li and Wu,\10 but they used the turbulence length scales as the interface function of the two models. However, most corrections above are either complex or need much experience, which may not be suitable for engineering applications.

This research focuses on the deficiencies of the BL model for supersonic complex flow, and tries to develop a simple modification to improve the overall flowfield prediction. We choose supersonic compression ramp and cavity-ramp flows which are representative in the engineering area to evaluate the performance of this new model. The one-equation Spalart–Allmaras (SA) model\11 and two-equation Wilcox k–\omega model\12 are also included to compare with the experimental and DNS data.

2. Numerical method

2.1. Governing equation

The three-dimensional RANS equations are solved by the finite volume method with structured grids and advanced in time by LU-SGS method. The second-order MUSCL algorithm using minmod limiter\13 and the Roe scheme\14 is used for the discretization of the inviscid terms, while the viscous terms are centrally differentiated.

2.2. Baldwin–Lomax turbulence model

In the Baldwin–Lomax formation, the eddy viscosity coefficient \( \mu \) is given by:

\[
\mu = \begin{cases} 
(\mu)_\text{inner} & Y \leq Y_c \\
(\mu)_\text{outer} & Y > Y_c 
\end{cases}
\]

where \( Y \) represents the local distance measured normal to the body surface and \( Y_c \) is the smallest value of \( Y \) where the values of \( (\mu)_\text{inner} \) and \( (\mu)_\text{outer} \) are equal.

For the inner region, the eddy viscosity is given by the Prandtl-Van Driest formulation:

\[
(\mu)_\text{inner} = \rho (KYD)^2 \Omega
\]

where \( \rho \) is the density, \( \Omega \) the magnitude of vorticity, and \( K = 0.4 \) the von Karman’s constant. The Van Driest damping factor \( D \) is given by:

\[
D = 1 - \exp(-Y\sqrt{\rho_w\tau_w/26\mu_w})
\]

where \( \tau_w \) is the wall shear stress, \( \rho_w \) the density at the wall, \( \mu_w \) the dynamic viscosity at the wall. In the outer region, the eddy viscosity is formulated by the following relation:

\[
(\mu)_\text{outer} = \rho k C_{\text{cp}} F_{\text{wake}} F_{\text{kleb}}
\]

The outer function \( F_{\text{wake}} \) is:

\[
F_{\text{wake}} = \min \left( Y_{\text{max}} F_{\text{max}}, C_{\text{uk}} Y_{\text{max}} U_{\text{dif}} / F_{\text{max}} \right)
\]

where \( F_{\text{max}} = \max (Y_{\text{max}}) \), \( Y_{\text{max}} \) is the value of \( Y \) where \( F_{\text{max}} \) occurs, \( U_{\text{dif}} \) the difference between the maximum and minimum velocities in the profile and the Klebanoff intermittency factor \( F_{\text{kleb}} \) is given by:

\[
F_{\text{kleb}} = [1 + 5.5 (C_{\text{kleb}} Y_{\text{max}})^6]^{-1}
\]

The other closure coefficients used are \( k = 0.0168, C_{\text{cp}} = 1.6, C_{\text{uk}} = 1.0, \) and \( C_{\text{kleb}} = 0.3 \).

The strength and weakness of the original BL model are well-known in the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) community: it gives reasonable accuracy for steady flows with little or no separation and performs poorly if there is a large separation. This failure may lie in two aspects. The constants appearing in the model are deduced for constant pressure boundary layers at transonic speeds and may not be suitable for supersonic or hypersonic complex flows. And, the outer eddy viscosity \( (\mu)_\text{outer} \) depends directly on the value of \( F_{\text{max}} \) and \( Y_{\text{max}} \). In the original BL model, there is no limit while searching the proper \( F_{\text{max}} \) which may confuse length scale \( Y_{\text{max}} \) in the complex flow. Fig. 1 shows the DNS result of the supersonic flow past the 24° ramp at Mach number \( Ma = 2.90, \) where \( X \) and \( Y \) are Cartesian coordinates, \( \delta = 6.5 \) mm is the boundary layer thickness at the reference location \( X = -30 \) mm, and the subscript “\( \infty \)” denotes the quantity in the freestream. The distributions of quantities are extracted at different locations \( \left( X/\delta, -4.6, -2.0, -1.0, 0 \right) \) normal to the wall, and could be found that function \( F \) (non-dimensionalized by the freestream velocity \( U_{\infty} \)) displays several extrema on the upstream of and throughout the separation region while entropy \( S \left( S = p/p^*, p \right. \) is the pressure and \( r = 1.4 \) is the specific heat ratio) exhibits a monotone characteristic (see Fig. 2). Since the values of these extrema may differ by one order of magnitude, the unlimited search of \( F_{\text{max}} \) and \( Y_{\text{max}} \) will result in unphysical discontinuous eddy viscosity through the streamwise direction.

The aim of the present work is to introduce an effective method to limit the search range of \( F \) and then enlarge the capability of BL model in simulating the supersonic complex flow. \( S \) represents the dissipation rate of energy. Due to the supersonic turbulent fluctuation and skin friction near the wall, the value of \( S \) is much larger in the boundary layer than

![Fig. 1 Entropy contour of compression ramp (only depict \( S/S_\infty > 1.0/0.8 \)).](image-url)
that in the outer flow including the regions behind the shock waves. What is more, the distribution of $S$ displays a monotone feature normal to the wall no matter in the attached flow or the separation area. Thus, $S$ seems to be a “perfect criterion” to limit the search range of $F$.

To illustrate the search method, the distributions of the above two quantities at $X/d = 1.0$ are shown in Fig. 3. The process is divided into two steps. First, $S$ goes along the wall-normal direction until $S/S_{\infty} = C$ (is an empirical parameter), saving up the location (Step 1). Then, $F$ goes back from this location and gets the $F_{\text{max}}$ and $Y_{\text{max}}$ (Step 2). The essential idea of this new method, termed as BL-entropy, is to take advantage of the characteristic of $S$ to define the boundary layer. Accordingly, the value of $C$ follows the definition of boundary layer by velocity profiles ($U/U_{\infty} = 0.95$, $U$ is the streamwise velocity), while the performance of BL-entropy is not sensitive to this value with the range of 1.0/0.75–1.0/0.95. We suggest the constant $C = 1.0/0.8$ chosen here can strictly limit the search range in the boundary layer to get physical meaningful length scales.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Supersonic flat plate ($Ma = 2.25$)

This test case is used to validate the performance of BL-entropy in stable boundary layer flows, which should be consistent with the original one. Pirozzol et al.\textsuperscript{16} have simulated a flat plate boundary layer with free stream $Ma = 2.25$ and Reynolds number $Re = 63500$/in. (in.: inch) through DNS approach. The same flow condition is adopted for the present computation. After van Direst transformation, i.e., $U_{vd} = \int_{0}^{\infty} \sqrt{\frac{\rho}{\rho_{w}}} \, d\alpha$, where $U_{vd}$ is the friction velocity after the van Direst transformation, $u^+ = \sqrt{\frac{\rho}{\rho_{w}}} u$ is the wall friction velocity, the velocity profiles along the distance to the wall ($Y^+ = Y/\sqrt{\nu_{t}}$) at $X = 8.8$ in. are illustrated in Fig. 5.

For this simple flow, BL-entropy and the original one obtain the same velocity profiles since the length scale $Y_{\text{max}}$ is one and only. Fig. 5 depicts the thickness of boundary layer ($\delta/\alpha_{c} = 0.95$) and iso-entropy layers ($S/S_{\infty} = 1.0/0.8$ and $S/S_{\infty} = 1.0/0.9$) in the streamwise direction. The limiter $C = 1.0/0.8$ chosen here can strictly limit the search range in the boundary layer to get physical meaningful length scales.

3.2. Supersonic compression ramp flow ($Ma = 2.90$)

The interaction of shock waves and turbulent boundary layers is a classical problem of fluid mechanics, which also has practical importance in such areas as inlet design, external aerodynamics, and turbomachinery. Li et al.\textsuperscript{15} have performed DNS method to simulate the supersonic flow past the compression ramp. The incoming flow conditions are listed in Table 1, also including the reference experiment of Bookey et al.\textsuperscript{17} An equilibrium supersonic turbulent flow approaches a compression ramp. The deflection of the flow by the ramp generates a shock system. For sufficiently large pressure rise, the boundary layer
separates and a λ-shock forms (see Fig. 1). The grids are clustered around the corner and ramped regions, with the first grid line to the wall Y⁺ less than 1.0.

The calculation of original BL model is not converged for this supersonic complex flow. The entropy could predict a reasonable boundary layer region to limit the search range of the length scales (see Fig. 1). As a result, the eddy viscosity produced by BL-entropy is strictly limited around the wall, similar to those of SA model and Wilcox k-ε model see Fig. 6. Nevertheless, with the basic hypothesis of local balance between turbulent movement and the mean flow in the framework of algebraic turbulence model, the eddy viscosity produced by BL-entropy is fluctuating and less than those of the other two models. On the other hand, Wilcox k-ε model produces too much eddy viscosity to resist separation (see Fig. 6), also reflecting on the most “fullness” velocity distributions approaching the corner (see Fig. 7). Both BL-entropy and SA model predict consistent velocity profiles with DNS results.

Fig. 8 compares the wall pressure distributions. The midpoint of the pressure rise coincides roughly with the reattachment location, while the rise itself is indicative of the recovery rate of the boundary layer downstream of the reattachment. In accordance with the previous remarks, the pressure predicted by Wilcox k-ε model recovers the most quickly, followed by the results of SA model and BL-entropy. Again, BL-entropy gives a sound pressure distribution, compared with experimental and DNS data.

### 3.3. Supersonic cavity-ramp flow (Ma = 2.92)

The cavity-ramp configurations are considered as key components for next-generation hypersonic vehicles, such as scramjets and ramjets. With such devices, recessed cavities may be used to provide flame stabilization. Settles et al. have carried out the corresponding experiments and the incoming flow conditions are listed in Table 2. Fig. 9 presents the Mach number contours. The dominant feature of the flow is the free-shear layer, under which a large recirculation zone fills almost the whole cavity. In Fig. 9, Y' is the inclined coordinate direction, parallel to the ramp surface. On the ramped portion of the cavity, the free-shear layer reattaches to form a turbulent boundary layer while a compression fan coalesces into a shock wave downstream of the reattachment point. The grids are clustered to the cavity and ramped regions, with Y⁺ of the first grid line to the wall less than 1.0.

For this complex flow, the original BL model fails to give a convergent solution again. The entropy is concentrated in the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Ma∞</th>
<th>Re</th>
<th>δb (mm)</th>
<th>p∞ (Pa)</th>
<th>T∞ (K)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DNS</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>6.7 x 10⁷</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>21240</td>
<td>95.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: δb: boundary layer thickness at the reference location X' = -25.4 mm.

Table 2: Incoming flow conditions for supersonic cavity-ramp flow (X = -25.4 mm).
whole cavity area due to the low-speed recirculation flow which contains much less mechanical energy (see Fig. 10). Accordingly, the boundary layer region denoted by $S/S_{\infty} > 1.0/0.8$ is too large to limit the length scale in this area, leading to an absence of modeled eddy viscosity compared with those of SA model and Wilcox $k-\omega$ model (see Fig. 11). However, this limiter $C = 1.0/0.8$ is strict enough to get rid of the entropy increment where the flow passes the oblique shock waves, predicting a reasonable recovered boundary layer along the ramped portion (see Fig. 10). Among the three models, Wilcox $k-\omega$ produces the most eddy viscosity along the ramped region while excessive viscosity is predicted in the cavity area by SA model.

Fig. 9 Flow structures for cavity-ramp (Mach number contours).

Fig. 10 Entropy contours around cavity-ramp (only depict $S/S_{\infty} > 1.0/0.8$).

Fig. 11 Comparisons of eddy viscosity distributions and recirculation areas around the cavity-ramp.

Fig. 12 Streamwise velocity profiles at different locations.

Fig. 13 Comparison of wall-pressure and skin-friction coefficients along the wall.
Fig. 12 presents streamwise velocity profiles within the shear layer prior to reattachment. Here, all of the three models underestimate the initial growth of the shear layer and the degree of its displacement into the outer core flow, whereas BL-entropy provides generally better predictions than those of SA and Wilcox $k-\omega$ model. Fig. 13(a) shows the comparisons of wall pressure on the ramped portion. The calculated pressure distributions by Wilcox $k-\omega$ and SA models recover dramatically due to the overabundant eddy viscosity produced along this portion, while BL-entropy provides quite good prediction. Comparing the skin-friction coefficient distributions (see Fig. 13(b)), we could find Wilcox $k-\omega$ model results in the smallest recirculation zone (also denoted in Fig. 11), while the performances of BL-entropy and SA model are satisfied to predict the separation but inferior after reattachment. In Fig. 13, $C_f$ is the skin friction coefficient.

4. Conclusions

(1) Entropy is the index of energy dissipation. Through direct numerical simulation of the supersonic ramp flow, the value of entropy is much larger at the wall than that in the outer flow, while it keeps numerical monotone in the wall normal direction. This character could be introduced to denote the supersonic boundary layer.

(2) Within the framework of the algebraic eddy viscosity concept, we utilize this entropy concept to limit the length scales of BL model into the interior of boundary layer and propose BL-entropy. This simple modification improves the overall flowfield prediction, validated by simulating the test cases in which the original one is incapable.

(3) This new correction is simple, computationally efficient and general, making it applicable to other models related with the supersonic boundary layer.

(4) The behavior of entropy in the low-speed and hypersonic complex flows should be further investigated, especially the unfavorable effect of entropy increment caused by strong shock waves. These will be left for our future work, with the aim to extend the capability of this method.
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